I paid my dues duh I was duh kind of kid who always does crazy things like jumps up on duh tables in duh high school cafeteria
All right duh Leaps over to where duh prettiest girl in school is eating duh and takes a mammoth shit duh Smears it all over his
mouth duh You know it duh Screams duh Kiss me duh I’m a survivor duh I always wonder why people are always asking me
what duh brown streaks on my cheeks are for duh You know duh I paid my dues duh We were so poor our toilet seat was a Chef
Boyardee can duh I paid my dues duh Life was a dog hospital duh I paid my dues duh I’m a survivor duh Watch your Self at all
times duh And den duh Big Guy upstairs gave me my big break duh You know duh I did duh Danish chop shop gig duh After I
came back from Denmark duh I sewed duh stitches in my brain back up together again duh I started to write duh high class jokes
dat really work for me duh Schwingggg duh Meet me in front of duh pawn shop and I’ll kiss you under duh balls duh Funny
thing folks duh One night at duh Comedy Store life plopped a rolex for me down duh old silent flush toilet of career success duh
I was on my way duh Watch your Self at all times duh I must be a regular saint duh I paid my dues duh I didn’t mind duh arrows
through my heart in High School duh Duh red hot tongs put to my tits in college killed me duh I paid my dues duh You know it
duh Here’s one you’ll tell your friends in duh morning duh If your wife had a face like Mahatma Ghandi I’d shave her ass and
walk her backwards duh Funny thing about massage parlor torture racks folks duh They stretch your talent duh You know it duh
I paid my dues duh Wash your Self at all times duh Sure they crucified me upside down but they stopped laughing when all dat
money fell out of my fanny pack duh Dyn-o-mite duh I’m crying all duh way to duh bank folks duh Pour liquid oxygen on my
ding dong and call me a solid role model duh Slam my sink hole with a sledge hammer and call me up on a duh new sexual level
DUH TRANSFORMATION OF MANIC COMIC RICHARD STANDUP INTO COSMIC PANIC DICK FLOP GATE
I did my homework duh I stood in a dorm corner all through college duh On acid duh Arms stretched out like wings duh Face fire
red duh Ready to explode duh Like a rocket ship duh Don’t you just hate it when duh Hindu at duh 7/11 duh You know duh
Who’s got dat Ph.D. in math duh All right duh Who speaks perfect English duh and has dat skinny blonde with Duh Pump tits
duh You know duh Duh trophy wife who did Stanford and has a Ph.D. in suck dat makes more money den you do duh
Schwingggg duh Did you nail duh black cat on my door duh Watch your zipper flipper at all times duh Stick an aluminum cock
in my ear and call me wind tunnel duh I’m as nervous as Elvis the long tail cat in a room full of cocaine straw rocking chairs duh
Send me to a roman chiropractor duh You know it duh Crackus my backus duh Put duh heinous to my anus duh Schwinggg duh
Sell my ripped blue sheet in ten thousand pieces and call me Mary duh It’s good to be duh mother of God duh I paid my dues
duh I made a lot of dough in Lost Wages folks duh Stepped righ off duh plane and walked right into duh jet engine duh What’s all
diss feather crap sticking up my shoulder blades duh What’s dis fake gold plate behind my head duh Where’d I get diss cheap
white dress duh Funny thing about psychotic white clouds under your feet folks duh Duh athlete’s foot powder in duh tragic skin
cracks just don’t show duh Shwinggg duh Funny thing folks duh Last night when I was screwing my daughter I was thinking
about my mother duh Schwinggg duh It just comes naturally duh Go with duh flow of duh duh There’s no fungus on my gungus
duh You'll tell dat one to your friends in duh morning duh Funny thing duh I can’t help it if duh big Guy upstairs gave me duh
dark salami duh You know duh He goes back a long way together duh Schwinggg duh Where would He be without love duh I
respect my body duh ring a ding ding ding duh I don’t smoke duh I’m a wild and crazy die duh Always avoid uncooked hot dogs
duh And watch out for too much duh mustard on your roll duh At all times duh Well! Stars shine bright on shatter light duh In
depth or height duh In dumb or bright duh In weak or might duh In safe or plight duh In pure or blight duh In fat or tight duh In
loose or tight duh In day or night duh In dead color or in just plain non-living black and white there is no substitute for good taste.
Deee. Duh. Duh. Duh. Thanks for all duh years of paying me so well to ridicule the entire aim and sense of my existance, folks.

